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ACTIVATION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE AETHER CLOTH 

The Aether Cloth contains two modes… Healing and Facial Mode. 

Healing Mode: works to restore and replenish your body's organs, glands, 

nervous system, joints, bodily systems, skin beyond the face, chakra 

centers, and your energy body overall. 

Facial Mode: works to replenish your entire face with your living prana 

gradually reducing wrinkles, dry skin, rashes, eczema, toxins within the 

skin, repairing muscles in the face, teeth, gums, strengthening bones, 

muscles, tendons, arteries, veins, and blood vessels. 

Your Aether Cloth item comes deactivated when you receive it. When you 

receive your Aether Cloth and wear it, place any hand on the symbol upon 

the apparel item to begin activation… 

STEP 1: Healing Mode 

Place any hand on the printed symbol upon your Aether Cloth. 

State the following either out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Cloth, Activate HEALING mode.” 

Exhale slowly for approximately 2-3 seconds after you have issued this 

command. This is so you can flow your life force energy (prana) through 

the symbol, and it will work with your life force energy. 

The symbol contains all the living command codes for the clothing item and 

perform all actions when it is activated using residual life energy stored in 

your solar plexus to accomplish all tasks commanded into your clothing 

item. All healing experiences you encounter through the clothing item are 

always through your own life energy. 

STEP 2: Facial Mode 

Your Aether Cloth’s Facial mode works to replenish your entire face with 

your living prana gradually reducing wrinkles, dry skin, rashes, eczema, 
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toxins within the skin, repairing muscles in the face, teeth, gums, healing 

the jaw, and strengthening bones.  

To activate Facial mode… 

Place any hand on the printed symbol upon your Aether Cloth. 

State the following either out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Cloth, Activate FACIAL mode.” 

Exhale slowly for approximately 2-3 seconds after you have issued this 

command. This is so you can flow your life force energy (prana) through 

the symbol, and it will work with your life force energy. 

Place the Aether Cloth upon your face. If you find breathing difficult, simply 

fold the towel and put it upon the upper and lower part of your face. 

Optionally, you can take a small pair of scissors and cut a small area at the 

center of the cloth where there is a blank circle. Please do not cut into the 

geometrical pattern as you may risk disrupting the AetherX codes from 

working. 

STEP 3: Amplification (Optional) 

Optionally, you have the ability to amplify the intensity of the Aether Cloth 

item’s function by placing your hand on the symbol and stating the following 

out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Cloth, Increase amplification by (desired) percent.” 

(The Aether Cloth by default is at 0% amplification. You can raise the 

amplification between 1-100% in scale) 

You can also decrease the amplification, placing your hand on the symbol 

and stating out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Cloth, Decrease amplification by (desired) percent.” 

And, if you wish to deactivate amplification, placing your hand on the 

symbol and stating out loud or in your mind with the thought: 

“Aether Cloth, Turn amplification off.” 
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If you have any further questions regarding the functions of the Aether 

Cloth, or if you’d like to leave a testimonial of your experience, please 

contact us through our website: www.AetherX.co. Thank you, and please 

enjoy your unique Aether Cloth experience! 
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